Flloor, surface was cut by the rubble to 7 ft. 8 in. by the rubble to 7 ft. 8 in.

Taking down (4) bunch. Came down in a

FLOOR. WALLS/ FILL/ WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCAL IS OVER/ UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER
LOCAL DESCRIPTION INCLUDE: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

Locus Description:

1. POTTERY: Total Ut 4-15 kg fine/walnut, und. unburned. 111, 804.

2. LUMPS: WHEATMADE, BREAD-MADE, ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FURNACE

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT

Kedesh Locality Sheet

Units in Locus: 169

Under Locus (ES) 966.3 ft

End Level (S) 195.6 ft

Tree (unf. floor, fill etc.) (966 ft)

Area (16,4 ft) SE

Jul 2010
In the southwest corner, the wall continues with a level of 14 feet, 37 inches. The wood decking is made of two planks and two joists, and these are probably the southern line of the house.

Floors/pillars/walls/etc., use other side of sheet if necessary.
Retaining to another local at outer/under/roofline/boarding with other.
Locus description includes 1. physical description, preservation, extent 2.

2. Sediment analyses/plot
6. Inv.
5. Other
4. Funeral
3. Coins

□ Lamp: wheelmade hell, mouldmade Roman
□ Span/condition EB/MB to Roman
□ Rom. other complex B5
□ Pottery: total wt. 1.049 fina unknown
□ φ

Finds:

Units in locus: 140
Over locus(es) 1.0
Under locus (es) 669.6
Beg. level (es) 465.6
Rubble
Area east 4.7 feet

Kedesh locus sheet

6 Jul 2010
Compact, beaten-earth floor. Dog as part of unit 169, not as a separate layer, because of its fragile, patchy, and hard-to-delineate nature.
The loci above (S) are locus group for C847005.

Portion is cut by rubble (687005) on one floor but did not remove it. The 0.846023 and 0.837051 are exposed.

This is a partial floor that is the same floor as floors 0.846023 and 0.837051.

Local Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, External Condition, 2. Relation to other loci, 3. Over/Under, Touching, Bonding with other.

7. Sediment Analysis/Explore

6. Inv.

5. Other

4. Faunal

3. Coins

2. Lamps, Wheelmade, Mouldmade, Roman

1. Pottery: Total wt.

Finds:

Units in Locus:

N4 [847005]

Over Locus(es): [847005]

Under Locus(es): [847005]


Type (Wall, Floor, Fill ETC.) Rock (Rustic)

Locus 1847005

Redesh Locust Sheet

Area: C847023

Jul 2010
Shed for 6547023.

With the building 647023 out by 647024. Part is to be excavated below 497022 & 497023. Respectfully, is 487024.

This soil is the same as that in 483703. Compacted soil directly on face of floor 487023.

Local Description

Floor/Flues/Smalls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

2 Relation to other loci in Overbury/Touching/bonding with other

Locus Description include 1. Physical Description, Preservation Extent

7. Sediment Analysis FLOAT

6. Inv.

5. Other

4. Faunal

3. Coins

-----------

2. Lamps: Wheelmade Hell, moulded Roman

Spain Condition EBA and L & BCE

Rom BSP; CN & rawd coarsefet

1. Pottery: Total W16, Glazed fine wares, und determined

Finds:

[CB47023]

Over locus(es): 148, 147005

Under locus(es): 124, 1487002

End level(s): 465.3 T

Type (Wall, floor, fill etc.): 464.7 SE

Area [CB47024]

Keepslocus Sheet
Ex 36:34
Ecclesiastes 24:21
Job 8:15

Excerpt:
We came down on a clear day. 16:40 P.M.
For a year, we were there. If you ask.
It's a beautiful day, but I'm not sure.

We are taking down the book to look better.

Description and extent:
Span: Long, to understand, moderate.
Length: 784 to 785, including.
Other finds:
- Copper alloy
- Western amphora

Pottery wt.: 3.45 kg
Dark brown, dry, crystalline argil
Soil: Color, texture, inclusions
Volume: 80.6 L east.

Unit 140 E:
End levels M1, 485.43
N: 485.64

Locus: [841000]

Date due: 6/15/10
Unit 14: 169 SE
Kedesh Unit Sheet
Floor area in the section of the building.

Continuing today, the bulk down to the

Description and extent

Span E3 to H3
Ldm (en) + niche (ceisoup)

Pottery wI 14.40.02

Other finds - Ian Nat 1:7426

Med to light brown, semi compact

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Volume 66.02

Over units (s)

S: 465.27
End levels M: 46.5.2
NA: 46.2

172

Under units (s) 1149

S: 465.27
Dee. Levels M: 46.5.3
N: 46.5.3

Date due 06/11/17 + 16

Kedesh Unit Sheet

Locus 17029

CB4 7024

JUL 2010
Locus CB 47024

Kedesh Unit Sheet

Date due 6/17/10

Unit CB 4.9.14

Volume 120

Over units (s) NA
End levels NA
N: 475.04 M: 475.09 S: 475.6

Under units (s) 111
Bee levels M: 475.04 N: 465.20

Light brown, compact to very compact
Soil color, texture, inclusions

Other finds

Litmus WT: 2.01 kg

Ldm Bsp

Span MB at 2nd phase

Description and extent

Resonably the compact soil
in the area of 1 is oxidized
and the soil in the area of 2 is oxidized.

The soil accumulation on the floor
is significant in this very compact
and fairly oxidized soil. The very compact
mineral soil is found in the area of 2.

Having done a project for permission
Lown down a project floor

Recalled to an unknown (to me) level below this hear.
Faced is a detached wheel with the mill missing
The period of the mowing or mowing
Lost looking episode (or excitement in

ce 46023

Lown down a project floor